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In this paper we develop several new theorems which will allow determina- 
tion of the deficiency indices of the minimal closed symmetric operator L, 
(See Section 17.4 of Ref. [I]) induced in P(u, co) by the formally self- 
adjoint real coefficient differential operator 
4(Y) = [Cry”)’ - PY’I’ + 4Y* 
For brevity we shall denote this operator by L,(r, p, q). As is pointed out in 
Sections 17.4 and 23 of Ref. [l] the deficiency indices of L,(r, p, q) will be 
(m, m) where m is an integer 2 < m < 4 and m is the dimension of the 
subspace of solutions to 
which lie in LP(a, co). In order to summarize our results and to compare 
them with earlier results we find it convenient to consider the special case 
where [a, co) = [I, CO), r(t) = P, p(t) = fts, and q(t) = *ty (01, /3, y real 
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FIG. 1. Deficiency indices of L,,(t”, *tO, tY) when cx > 4. 
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FIG. 2. Deficiency indices of Lo(tU, ft8, tY) when a < 4. 
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FIG. 3. Deficiency indices of&(P, fts, --ty) when a > 4. 
numbers). Naimark’s result (Theorem 4, p. 195 of Ref. [l]) requires (Y = 0, 
0 < y, and y > 4p + 4. The result of Fedorjuk (Theorem 5.1, p. 336 of 
Ref. [2]) requires 01 = 0, 0 < y, and y > 28. In Ref. [3] Everitt has shown 
that the deficiency indices of L,( 1, to, P) are (2,2) provided y 3 0 and either 
/I < 2 or y > 2(/I - 2). In Ref. [4] he has shown that those of L,(l, &-ts, P) 
are (2,2) provided /3 < 2/3 and that those of L,(l, fte, -P) are (2,2) 
provided p < 213 and y < 413. The theorems which are proved below 
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FIG. 4. Deficiency indices of &(t”, fte, --t”) when a < 4. 
together with Theorem 1, p. 192 of Ref. [l] (which allows the case y = 0 to 
be deduced from a known case for y < 0 and conversely) provide the informa- 
tion indicated in Figs. 1-4. Except for the one marked line in Fig. 4 it is not 
intended that the various boundary lines be included in any region. Applica- 
bility of the theorems which follow is summarized in Section III of Ref. [5]. 
THEOREM 1. Let the defnitiuns and hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 of Ref. [5] 
hold. It follows that the dejcien~ indices of L,(r, p, (- l)dq) are (2,2) fbr I= 1 
and 1 = 2. 
Proof. From the theorem cited we have existence of two linearly inde- 
pendent functions y1 and ys on [a, co) such that 
[(vi”)’ - PYj’l’ + (-lY qyj = irj 
for j = I,2 where n(t) + 1 and y;(t) -+ 1 as t -+ co. It is clear that no 
nontrivial linear combination of yr and ya can be in P(u) CO). Hence the 
deficiency indices of L, are (m, m) where m < 2. Since by Section 23 of 
Ref. [I] we know m > 2, the theorem is proved. )/ 
THEOREM 2. Let the conditions and dejinitions stated in Theorem 2.3 of 
Ref. [S] holdfor cr = i. It thenfollows that the dejkiency indices ofLO(r, p, (-l)(q), 
are (2,2) when 1 = 2, are (3, 3) when 1 = 1 and (qSr)-1/4 E S’(a, 00) and are 
(2,2) when e = 1 and (q%)-1’4 4 A?(a, 03). 
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Proof. From Theorem 2.3 of Ref. [5] we see that there exist four linearly 
independent functions yi , yz, ya, and y,such that [(ry”)’ - pyj’]’ + (- l)‘qy, = 
iyi for each j and such that (~%)~l*(t)y~(t) exp(-Ji’t’ Aj} --f 1 as t ---f co for 
each j. It is easily verified from the definitions of the function (II and fi that 
4(t) = ~~ exp 
and that 
h(t) 
r(t) = Kz exp 
is I P b 
for certain nonzero constants or and K~ . Remembering 01(s) -+ 0 and /3(s) -+ 0 
as s -+ co we have that 
h(t) 
yj(t) = d exp (1) (, 
I = 2. Note or = (1/~9)(1 + z), t~s = (l/4/2)(-1 + i), ps = 
(l/1/2)(-1 -i), and pL4 = (l/22)(1 -i). We have 
I Y.&>I = I d I exp IJ‘:‘“’ Reb.j + 411] (1 + 4)). (2) 
Note that if c > 0, $“) [c + o(l)] > (l/2) ch(t) for all large t, so remem- 
bering h(t) -+ co as t --f co we see that 1 yr(t)l -+ 00 and 1 y4(t)j -+ co as 
t -+ co. Hence yr $ Y2(a, co) and y4 $ Z2(a, co). 
In order to establish our conclusion we shall show that no nontrivial linear 
combination of y1 and y4 is in S’(a, co). This problem is compounded by the 
fact that each of ( y1 ( and ( y4 ( has the same rate of growth. Before proceeding 
to this we need to show that h’ . ( l/yl) E 9(d, , co) (where dl > a is such that 
l/y1 is defined on [dl , co)). First, h’ = (q/r)ll*, so h’(t)/y,(t) is 
kexp[jho’[-(l/dZ)(l +i)+o(l)]!(l +0(l)) withkanonzeroconstant, 
0 
hence h’(t)/y,(t) -+ 0 as t + CO. Next observe 
From (2) we see that 
I l/ydg(~))l = I l/d I exp 111 -(l/@> + o(l)\ (1 + o(l)) < I l/d I e-o12d2)7 
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for all large 7. Hence K/y, E 9(d, , co), and since h’(t)/y,(t) + 0 as t -+ 03, 
K/y, E AF(dI , co). Returning to the problem at hand, suppose each of c, and 
c, is a complex number not each of which is zero and cry, + cay4 E P’z(u, co) 
(we are now looking for a contradiction). Since each of y1 and y4 is not in 
.$P2(% cQ>, Cl f 0 f c4. Hence letting c = cl/c4 we have yr(c + (y4/y1)) in 
p2(4 , a>, hence A’ * (c + y4/y1)) = (h’/yd * y1 * (c + y4/y1) is in %4 , 00). 
Hence Cc + (y4M*N/y1M~NN is in P(Iz(rQ, co), but from (1) we find that 
this says 
(c + exp I- Jr’ (4% + o(l))\ (1 + o(1))) is in Y(h(Q 00). 
But clearly there is an c > 0 and a subset E of [b, co) of infinite measure such 
that 
j c + exp I-- j: (dZi + o(l))/ (1 + o(l)) 1 > E 
for each t E E. Hence we have reached a contradiction. 
e = 1. Noting that the B of Lemma 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 of Ref. [5] 
is given in this case by 9(z, s) = z4 - y(s)z2 - 1 + 6(s), where --z??(s) is 
positive, we have (from the proof of Lemma 2.2) that X,(s) = --Ad(s) for all 
large s and that Re hi(s) f 0 for all s. Hence either Re h,(s) > 0 for all s or 
Re h4(s) > 0 for all s. Moreover from the proof of Lemma 2.2 (equation 2.3) 
we see that for all large s 
Xi(S) = 5 Uj(rn, 0) p(s) + f Uj(rn, n) y”(s) S”(s). 
m=o CZ=O 
n=1 
Since the Q given by 
satisfy qj4(s) - y(s) Q~(s) - 1 = 0 an d since y(s) is real we see (since pj = 
Ai = aj(O, 0), implying a,(O, 0) = i and u,(O, 0) = -i, a,(O, 0) = 
--a,(O, 0) = 1) for large s, r12(s) = -v4(s) = Q(S). Hence Re y,(s)= 
Re am = 0 for all large s. Thus forj = 2, 4, 
is in L(b, co) when 6 E P(p(b, m). 
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L = I and (q3r)-1/4 E 9(a, co). A change of variables shows that 
(qs~)-~/4 E,!,(u, a) if and only if 6 EL(O, co). In case G = 1, p1 = 1, u, = i, 
ps = -1, p4 = -i, and from the above remarks we see that 
is bounded when j = 2 and j = 4. So since As(t) = -1 + u(l), from 
h(t) 
yj(t) = (q%)-1ls exp IS I 4 (1 + 41)) h 
we then see that when (q3r)- l/4 E 9(a, co) and c!’ = 1, each 1 ya 12, 1 ys 12, and 
1 y4 I2 is the product of a function in 9(a, 00) with a bounded function. 
Hence each of ya , ys , and y4 is in ?Z2(u, co). From (l), noting that here 
pI = 1, we see 1 y,(t)1 + 00 as t -+ co so that yr $ P(u, co). Thus there 
exist three and no more than three linearly independent solutions of 
[(ry”)’ - py’]’ - qy = iy which are in P(a, co) and our conclusion of the 
theorem for this case is proved. 
6’ = 1 and (qf)-1’4 4 .Z(u, CO). In this case, for the same reason we 
have just noted, yr 4 Z2(u, co). Letting j,, be the one of 2 and 4 so that 
Re hiO(s) > 0 for all s (see the remarks under the section for 8 = 1) we have 
II 
h(t) 
I r&V = WV4 exp 2 Re& (1 + o(l)), h ! 
and since expui”’ 2 Re A,,)( 1 + o( 1)) * 1s b ounded below by a positive number 
for all large t it follows that ( yi,(.)ls is not in .LP(u, co) when (cJ%)-‘/~ is not in 
9(u, co). If cry1 + ci,yi, is a nontrivial linear combination of yr and yi, 
and cr = 0 clearly cry1 + ci,yj, $ P’(u, 00); on the other hand if cr # 0, 
ClYl + %,Yr = yl(c, + o(1)) is clearly not in g2(u, co). This completes 
the proof of ihe theorem. [I 
THEOREM 3. Let the conditions and de$nitions in Theorem 2-5 of Ref. [5] 
be sutisjedfor (T = i. It follows that the deficiency indices of Lo(r, p, q) are (2, 2). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.5 of Ref. [5] we have the existence of four 
linearly independent solutions yj , j = I,..., 4 of [(my”)’ - py’]’ + qy = iy 
so that 
yj(t) = r-liE exp 1,;‘“’ (P”i + o(l))) (1 + o(l))1 
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where pj is the fourth root of i in the j-th quadrant. As in Theorem 2 we may 
take the ~~‘8 “upstairs” so that 
d a nonzero constant. Since 0 < Re p4 < Re tar it is easily verified that no 
nontrivial linear combination of ya and yr is in g2(a, 00). 11 
THEOREM 4. Let the definitions and conditions stated in Theorem 2.7 of 
Ref. [5] hold for u = i. It follows that the dejkiency indices fw L,(Y, p, (-1)‘q) 
are (2,2). 
The proof is completely analogous to that of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 5. Let the conditions and dejnitions stated in Theorem 2.8 of 
Ref. [5] holdfor v = i. It then follows that the deJiciency indices ofL,(r,(-l)‘p, q) 
are (3, 3) when e = 1, and are (2,2) when E = 2. 
Proof. 6’ = 1. In this case Theorem 2.8 of Ref. [5] gives the existence of 
four linearly independent solutions yi , j = I,..., 4 of [ry” + pr’]’ + qy = iy 
such that 
n(t) = (r/p3Y4(t) *expW(t))(l + o(l)), 
y2(t) = (rb3Y4(t) expl--ih(W + o(l)), 
ydt) = WW~3Y’2@) o(l), and y4(t) = 1 + o(l). 
It is clear that ya $ g2(a, co). A change of variables shows P -6 E Z(O, co) 
implies that hv . (r/p3)l12 is in &‘(a, co). The further requirement that 
hW * (~/p3)‘/~ be expressible as the product of a monotone function and a 
bounded function which is bounded below by a positive number then ensures 
that hv *(r/p3)1/2 E 9(a, a). Hencey, E L2(a, co). Also hv -(~/p~)l/~ in g2(a, co) 
clearly implies (~/p~)l/~ E .EP2(a, co). Thus each of yi and y2 is in Z2(a, 03). 
e = 2. In this case Theorem 2.8 gives a solution yi such that n(t) = 
(~/P”>‘/” exp@WU 4 41)) an d a solution ya such that y*(t) = 1 + o(1) of 
[(ry”)’ - py’]’ + qy = +. Noting yl(t) = d exp{Si”’ (1 + o(l))}(l + o( 1)) 
for some d # 0 we see that 1 n(t)/ -+ cc as t -+ co. Hence no nontrivial 
linear combination of yr and ya is in LY2(a, co). II 
It is of interest to note that deficiency indices (4, 4) did not occur in any 
of the above theorems. 
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Our results (see Fig. 2) together with those of Everitt cited earlier show 
that the deficiency indices of L,(l, P, 1) are (2,2) for any real /3 and of 
L(1, --to, 1) are (2,2) provided/3 < 2/3 while they are (3, 3) provided /3 >2. 
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